Holographic Scanning Protocol For
FlorAlive® Leg Length Check
Patient Supine
Loosen hip joints by internally and externally rotating legs/thighs
Measure leg length with slight upward pressure, keeping little fingers underneath the bottoms of the soles of the
shoes.
Mentally ask for a “yes”
Note which leg shortens
Mentally ask for a “no”
Note which leg shortens
Normally, a “yes” is indicated by a shortening of the right leg, but left shortening can also be a “yes.”
Mentally find which direction of eyes, called Eyes Into Distortion (EID) will eliminate compensations and
interference. If you do not want to use the somewhat complex traditional applied kinesiology method of finding
EID, you can simply use holographic scanning to ask the patient’s unconscious which is the EID direction for
the eyes to point! The eye direction is in one of the four cardinal points or one of the diagonals. Use EID when
beginning manual muscle test evaluation.
View the picture of each flower sequentially, attempting to tap into the energy of each power spot where the
flower grows, noting any “yes” reactions indicated by the leg length change. We are projecting the energy of the
flower onto the patient’s energy field (superconsciousness) and watching through leg length change whether the
body likes or is neutral to the particular flower frequency.
Note which flower projections are producing a “yes” response in leg length change.
Now test kinesiologically using the PMC each semantic statement for each of the corresponding “yes” flowers.
Pt says statements aloud
Pt. should have EID
Pt could hold right earlobe for greater “gain”
Each flower that previously showed an affinity to the body should display a muscle change in response to
saying the semantic phrase.
If no reaction:
A)
try blue water lily on body testing for reversal OR
B)
there is possibly another semantic statement for the flower not yet discovered
Go through all “yes” flowers
Now spray the FlorAlive® tester vial into the patient’s mouth (or add 3-5 drops of essence in pt’s mouth) and
re-evaluate to see if the muscle weakness or strength is reversed, indicating the proper remedy selection.
A positive statement like “I have the means and power to manifest my dreams” should not weaken a previously
strong indicator muscle
A negative statement like “I am destined to suffer.” Should weaken a previously strong indicator muscle.
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